Modulation recognition is one of the main parts of modern communication receivers. The automatic modulation recognition of received signal is considered as the intermediate step between signal detection and its demodulation. In most military and communication systems, modulation detection is considered as a part of whole system. The existing methods for this purpose are based on modulated signal's components. In this paper, the features of modulation classification were decreased using genetic programming. The performance of modulation classification can be improved using genetic programming. The performance improvement was compared between Multi-layer neural network perceptron, and decision tree. The purposed method was designed for 16QAM ، 64QAM ،2FSK ،4FSK ،2PSK ،4PSK modulations. The simulation results show that this method has high accuracy and good convergence rate in presence of noise.
Introduction
Assuming that making connection between two separate points is one of the basic goals of communication science, so modulation is one of its inseparable parts. Modulation is defined as process in which one or more features of carrier signal will be changed in accordance with the message signal [1] . Modulation recognition has attracted the attentions of communication systems. Accurate modulation recognition can be used to integrate some receivers. Routing is one of the other applications in a network environment, so each signal is sent to a suitable receiver. Modulation classification is also used in military applications. In electronic war systems, this classification is used as an information source for receiving enemies signals [2] . In civilian application, this is used to frequency management, transmitter monitoring and unauthorized transmitter detection. Modulation recognition is an important step in transmission signals modulation and demodulation. In non-cooperative environments, the input signal detection is difficult since the lack of input signal information. The design of automatic modulation classification has two main steps: pre processing of input signal, and selection of classification method. The second step is divided into two groups as follows:
 Maximum likelihood approach: this approach considers automatic modulation classification as a hypothesis test problem. Therefore, the computation of maximum likelihood between the received signal and hypothesis test design, detect the received signal modulation.  Statistical Pattern recognition approach: in this approach, fist some special features of the signal are obtained using different mathematical techniques, then decision making will be performed using this features. This has more diversity than the first solution. It should be noted that most modulation methods are not general. These methods have lower computational difficulties and so more practicable. On the other hand, the signal features are selected so those are resistant against non-ideal parameters. Nandi and Wong have used artificial neural network and genetic algorithm (GA) for automatic modulation recognition [4] . Zhu, Aslam and Nandi have used genetic programming and K-nearest Neighborhood for modulations classification [6] . Neshatian and Zhang have used GP for dimensionality reduction and performance improvement of standard data mining datasets [7] . In this paper, it is tried to use GP intelligence selection of input features. However, this selection is done in such a way that the features number will be equal to output modulation number. Entropy concept was used for compute fitness function. In section 2, signal model and signal statistical specifications was have described. The main structure of algorithm producing initial features of GP and GP structure have introduced in section 3. In section 4, performance evaluation and results analyzing have presented. Finally, the conclusions have shown in section 5.
Data and Material
Signal model and features For most communication systems The baseband wave form in receivers is considered as
Where, x(l) is symbols sequence, A is variable amplitude coefficient, T is symbols interval, is time regulation error or sampling phase error in filter output, is deviation of receiver oscillator frequency from carrier signal , h(.) baseband channel specification, is carrier signal phase deviation from receiver oscillator , g(n) is Additive white Gaussian Noise (AWGN). In this paper, it is assumed that the working conditions is ideal and only Gaussian nose is present, the channel compensation was done, and the channel effects can be neglected.
Used features
In this paper, statistical pattern recognition approach was used for modulation automatic detection. So a set of features was considered as GP search input. These features will be presented later. [8] ap  is the second key feature which is equals to standard deviation of absolute number of non-linear and concentrated component (displaced) of received signal instant phase and defined as follows. The instant phase absolute standard deviation when the received signal is higher than threshold value. 2.2.3. Key features dp  dp  is the third key feature which is defined as follows:
This is obtained in a similar way with the second feature and equals to standard deviation of real part of the concentrated non-linear component or the instant phase displacement.
Key features
aa  aa  is the forth key feature which is equal to standard deviation of absolute value of normalized instant amplitude when the received signal is higher than the threshold level.  is the fifth key feature which is equal to standard deviation of normalized instant frequency absolute value when the received signal is higher than the threshold level.
And s r is the input signal symbol rate. 2.2.6. Second order, forth order, sixth order and eight order cumulants For a complex-valued stationary random process y(n) second order, forth order, sixth order and eight order cumulants based on moments can be calculated according to following equations [10] . 
Purposed method 3.1. Intelligence features selection
In this method, it is tried to reduce the dimensionality of modulation classification using GP in order to improve the classification performance. In pre processing step, a diagonal linear transform is applied on main features set. The steps of this operation are as follows: [7] Let us to consider the input data set as D (features explained in section 2.2), C X D   is a transform of main features set into modulation types. C is a set of different modulations {c 1 ,c 2 ,…,c m }, and m is the number of different modulations , then goal is to find a new space as
to make the relations between the input feature space and modulation types easier. For applying class wise transformation, the training data set should be divided into m parts depending on their modulation types [7] . If each partition is considered as a spherical cloud, then its axial should be placed within modulations boundaries. For finding a transform with above mentioned specifications, the data covariance should be diagonal in each part. The i th covariance is computed using Equ.13:
Where  i is a n×n square matrix including feature covariance depending on samples observed in i th partition. This covariance matrix can be diagonal using data transform in each partition: [7] . In this step, the features of modulation recognition and consequently the problem dimensions is increased. This can't be used without using a suitable selection mechanism. GP search combines these elements for constructing the features of higher levels and use a ranking function for selecting the features containing more information. The process of terminals sets construction is performed in preprocessing step. Since we have m separate modulations, temporary features will be constructed and add with the main features of reference problem. They constitute the variable set of terminal pool in GP search. The variables number in intermediate buffer is n×(m+1). Dimension is increased in this step but the GP is allowed to find better feature with higher level. During the search process, an entropy-based fitness function is used to select the best features. A suitable fitness function should be able to separate informative and non informative features. This function is used to classify all solutions in the population. Generally, entropy measurement on a modulation interval is an efficient tool for minimizing the possibility of other modulations occurrence in its interval. This measurement system has two parts: modulation limit and a metric for measuring uncertainty level in the intervals. The entropy of an interval's data is considered as a criterion for measuring the uncertainty level. Here, Shannon's entropy is used:
Where I is the estimated interval, C is the sum of all modulations, P 1 (c) is the possibility of modulation c in interval I which is computed using the occurrence frequency of modulation c in its related interval [7] . The new feature construction problem is formulated as an optimization problem for minimizing the previous equation. In most samples of an interval which belongs to a given modulation, the fitness function's value is low. In this design, the lower fitness function improves the program and consequently produces better features. Only one GP run should be performed for each modulation. In each run, the fitness function is only concentrated on a given modulation. At the end of each run, the best evaluated program is selected as the feature of that modulation [7] . Therefore, the features number equals to modulation types in automatic modulation recognition.
Results and Analysis
GPLAB tools were used in this study (http://GPlab.sourceforge.net). For evaluating the performance of the purposed method, the signals modulated with 10 db and 5db SNRs and 64QAM ‫و‬ 256QAM ‫و‬ 2FSK ‫و‬ 4FSK ‫و‬ 2PSK ‫و‬ 4PSK modulations were studied. The automatic modulation recognition involves two parts namely preprocessing and modulation classification. In the first one, the main features should be extracted first. For this purpose, 600 different signals which were modulated randomly with one of the given modulations, as well as 4000 sequent samples of each signal sample which were sampled with 80 kHz sampling frequency, were gathered as training data. GP was used to construct new features. The number of this feature equals to output modulations types. 6 modulations were studied in this paper. Tree structure was used to present GP output. Each tree produces a floating point as the output. The GP functions set contain four basic operators
The ramped half-and-half method was used to generate initial programs and the elitism policy was used to transfer the best parents to the next generation. The population size was 1024 and the maximum tree's depth when initializing was considered as 6. This can be increased to 12 when running. The evolution process is stopped after 25 generations. The results obtained from signal classification with main and new features (extracted from GP) were compared with each other. Multi-layer neural network perceptron was used as classifier. The 10-fold cross validation method was used for classifiers test. Best results were shown as 'confusion matrix' in the following table. Table8.modulation classification using Decision tree classifier and using main features for SNR=5db
As it can be seen, the performance of Multi-layer neural network perceptron and Decision Tree Classifier in 5db and 10 db SNRs were improved considerably using features generated by GP. This is because that the genetic programming uses entropy fitness function to find features with higher classifying ability.
Conclusions
The aim of this paper was to use an evolutionary method to intelligently select the feature in such a way that the performance of Multi-layer Neural Network Perceptron and Decision Tree (j48) classifiers can be improved for different modulation classifications. This process has 4 important steps. The first step includes the extraction of ordinary features and establishment of training dataset. In the second step, class wise transform was used to transfer the main features space into a more classifiable space. In the third step, the new features space is used as the input of GP search terminal pool in order to make features with higher levels. Entropy concept was used to evaluate the features quality. In the forth step, the modulations were classified using Multi-layer neural network Perceptron.
The new features were studied in SNRs 5db and 10 db. The obtained results suggested that the purposed GP system can be used to improve the performance of Multi-layer neural network perceptron and Decision Tree classifiers. However, the process of new-features construction can be time consuming and difficult.
